The secure box solution near you that addresses the lack of parking reliable for all
types of two wheels, adaptable to all long-term or occasional needs:
• Individuals, communities, businesses, administrative buildings, stations and areas
modals, university campuses, schools, supermarkets, urban areas, etc.
• Near beaches, all events, sports, etc.
urBox: a 100% secure solution for owners and users bikes, scooters, motorbikes,
scooters whether or not electric…

Reduced cost

100% secure

Reliable

Simple use

Eco-friendly

Entirely mobile

Our e pertise
urBox, a specialized French company
in the secure box solution
You have a project, you are looking for accommodation or a solution
to protect your two wheels, whether they are electric or not?
You want an alternative mode to classic construction, quick to
set up, eco-responsible, autonomous, modular, innovative for a
limited and controlled cost?

urBox, a turnkey mobile solution.
Container with opening and closing secured by QR code.

Optimized
dimensions

Solar
autonomy

Customizable
decor

Mobile apps

Find instantly the urBox closest to you!
Free download for iPhone and Android.

Recharging
outlet

urBox story
The urBox was born from three urban entrepreneurs
wishing to offer sustainable secure box solutions
to owners and users of two-wheelers.
Sébastien and Florent have been working in the sector for years
of construction and energy. They bring their know-how and their
creativity in the creation of modular spaces.
Guillaume is one of the first to have proposed and marketed the
QRcode in France. To cope with the increase in acts damage and
theft in urban spaces that have become real saturated zones, it
provides innovative solutions and its commercial know-how
From their association was born the idea of creating the urBox:
a secure space for all two-wheels that blend into the urban landscape.

To find out more about our
offers, get a quote, let us know
of your interest. You can join us
and follow us on:
www.urbox.fr
contact@urbox.fr
+33 6 17 22 28 77
#urBox
urBox

